case study

When a leading Mexican bakery chain wanted to cook up
signiﬁcant energy savings, they put Honeywell ControLinks™
to the test. Grupo Bimbo, headquartered in Mexico City, is
one of the world’s leading food producers and is Latin
America’s undisputed leader in the baking industry. To
produce its more than 5,000 products and generate its
more than $4.6 billion in annual net sales, Grupo Bimbo has 73 hard-working plants,
including 60 throughout Mexico and Latin America. Knowing that reducing energy costs
in that many plants would add up to major savings, Grupo Bimbo worked with the DiCosa
Company, a systems integrator, to install the Honeywell ControLinks Fuel/Air Control System.
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well, 14 percent savings at our many plants
adds up to a lot of bread, cookies and tortillas.”

